RED ALERT FLYER


"THE FINAL HOURS MINISTRY" = PO Box 145, SUMNER, WA 98390
4 Sheets of RED PAPER = "...THE FINAL MOVEMENTS WILL BE RAPID ONES." by Peter Lalonde. "THE OMEGA LETTER."

How all this took place without us having heard anything about it = I will never know. We of course knew of the "NEW AGE" Movement. The "AQUARIAN AGE." The "1,000 Year Millennium of Peace." The "DEVIL'S TRAIN" = EW 88, 263.

Those on a "Little Narrow Path" cast high above the Earth.
It behooves us to Study:
(1) What is that PATH? EW 14.
(2) Who are on it? T1:179. "THE PEOPLE OF GOD."
(3) Who spark to Life the "SLEEPING VIRGINS" = "A PROCESSION!"
that comes out of NOWHERE! COL 406.
(4) What else are they called? It took us 10 Years to find: "But I speak not my own Words when I say that God's Spirit will PASS BY those who have had their Day of TEST and Opportunity, but who have NOT distinguished the "VOICE OF GOD" or appreciated the movings of His Spirit. THEN = THEN = THEN thousands in the 11th. HOUR = will SEE and ACKNOWLEDGE the TRUTH."

THE STRAIGHT TESTIMONY

(5) The "SHAKING" = the "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY" = which is the "SEALING" in the Ranks of Adventists = is the Key to it all. It comes not "FROM!" = but "TO" the LAODICEANS.
(6) If they "FINISH" the Work and give the "LOUD CRY"
as WILL ROSS = E.A.ROGERS = VANCE FERRELL "DREAM" = that would be: "A STRAIGHT TESTIMONY "FROM" the LAODICEANS!"
(7) But it is not "FROM!" them but "TO!" them! This, of course they cannot understand and, as the Jews in Old Jerusalem = would rather DIE than be led by FISHERMEN or men from the PLOW = the SHOP = those NOT "TRAINED!" = "in LITERARY INSTITUTIONS." GC 606. They can FOLLOW - not LEAD!
EW 101-2,99,98,94,77,63,62,50. MM 89 to 98.
(8) THE FIRST CALL to the "SUPPER" and the "WEDDING" =
HOUR MEN"=that "NO MAN"(NO CHURCH) would "HIRE." They are NOT "HIRELINGS" = they are those NOT going to Church AT ALL! T8:251. "OUTCASTS" because of their INTEGRITY = because they WOULD NOT Teach according to FROOM "POLICY!"

In a Time when Adventists will be praying with their Faces to the "EAST!!" to the "RISING SUN" with BILLY GRAHAM!
THE FINAL MOVEMENTS WILL BE RAPID ONES" = the "OMEGA LETTER"
by Peter Lalonde = 35¢ = 2 Tapes $2.00 each.
A QUICK "ONCE-OVER." The Greatest Mass-Hysteria ever to be
performed on Planet Earth. DUE DATE: NEW YEARS = 1987.

MASSIVE INVOLVEMENT

SUPER-DOMES = COLISEUMS = CONVENTION CENTERS = SPORTS ARENAS
= AMPHITHEATERS = already hired for "NEW AGE" is the "BIGGEST
EVENT EVER" for a Pray-down SIMULTANEOUSLY CO-ORDINATED
"WORLD HEALING DAY" = sponsored by leading MOVIE STARS =
POLITICIANS = MUSICIANS = SPORTS FANS = CHURCH GROUPS =
every Segment of Society = as a small example =
SRI LANKA = 15,000,000. INDIA = 100,000,000. 400 Spiritual
Leaders from 22 African Nations = CHINA=KOREA=EGYPT=ENGLAND=
FRANCE=GERMANY=TIBET=ISRAEL=RUSSIA=WORLD CO-OPERATION.
50,000,000 LEADERS with 500,000,000 ENDORSERS = all to
UNITE in a "GIGANTIC, WORLD-WIDE PEACE RALLY to transmit
"UNITED" and "POSITIVE VIBRATIONS" to stop the "NUCLEAR ARMS
RACE" to save Mankind and usher in the "NEW AGE" or "AQUAR-
IAN AGE" led by and organized by "SPIRIT GUIDES."

PLANETARY PENTECOST

By Meditation = Yoga = Mind-expanding Drugs = Psychology
and Psychiatry = bring about a "COLLECTIVE CONSCIOUSNESS"
1903 was the "ALPHA" of PANTHEISM = this is "TEXTBOOK HINDU-
ISM" = the "OMEGA" as far as they can go to explode into
a "PLANETARY PENTECOST." The Kind the Adventists dream
about = the "INNUMERABLE MULTITUDES" at one at Last!

LLU

LLU was Honored to have one of the World's Leading "NEW AGE"
Moguls set in motion a Class at LLU = for "NEW AGE" Initia-
tion. BEFORE that Time they were ALREADY on their Platforms
teaching "CLASSES" in their Centers. They are not about to
tell you this from OFFICIAL SOURCES = nor how Deep their
involvement is = we find out only by a Release in their
own ("NEW AGE") Literature from Time to Time. WHY NOT?

Was not that MAXWELL "MAN" Book given away FREE by the Semi-
Trailer Truck-Loads by the 2 largest Telecast Programmes =
1970 to 1980 = by PIERSOEN and WILSON = asking the very
"ANTI-CHRIST" to: "COME and bring an END to all Strife and
Conflict! COME and make WARS CEASE!....COME and make ALL
SICK PEOPLE WELL AGAIN!...COME and raise the DEAD! COME
and take over the GOVERNMENT!...COME and COMMENCE Your
REIGN....!" (Is that your Prayer?) "MAN THE WORLD NEEDS
MOST." by Bed-Time Story ARTHUR MAXWELL. Pacific Press.
No "NEW AGER" could have said it Better! No Wonder they
are RIGHT THERE! to lead out in the "NEW AGE!!" (B)
THEIR SLOGAN: (SAME AS MAXWELL'S!): "LOVE! UNITY! and PEACE!" "We are not going to PROTEST anything, and we're not going to RESIST anything on December 31, 1986, men and women of LOVE and LIGHT all over the World will GATHER...SPIRITUAL ENERGY...will BREAK UP like the thawing of a frozen Lake in Springtime. And THAT will be the BEGINNING of the "NEW AGE"...the "ACQUARIAN AGE." That's our Mission..." (OUR EMPHASIS ADDED.)

WILL ROSS STATEMENT

Those who propogate the (ROGERITE) "WILL ROSS STATEMENT" see the Adventist Leaders do a "DISAPPEARING" ACT and are "NEVER SEEN AGAIN!!" But that DISAPPEARING ACT is NOT in any BIBLE nor in any TESTIMONIES. EZEKIEL 9 and T5:136,80-1,211-2,463. GC 443-5,606-8,624 sees them LEADING THE WORLD into setting up the "IMAGE to the BEAST." Into the very "OMEGA." As they build on the "SAND." (Did your Preacher ever tell you what "SAND" represents? Did he find it in SM 1:205? in SOP 3:331? in BC 6:1069? in ST 1:433,505? in B7:42? in FCE 28? in GC 640? in BC 3:1158? in BC 4:1164? in OHC 159? in RH A2:178? or did he say "HEAR IT ALL BEFORE?" Ask him WHERE and WHEN = ???

WE "HEARD IT ALL BEFORE!!"

as we listened to our own Tape-Recordings! We never heard it ANYWHERE ELSE! Did you = ??? Did he = ???

THE BED-TIME MAXWELL BOOK is in full Harmony with the "ILLUMINATI" = "ONE WORLDERS" and that's why PIERSON and WILSON featured that "NEW AGE" BOOK? for "CHRIST" to come as shown in GC 624 = ??? And if it seemed the "WHOLE WORLD" is on Board that DEVIL'S "SPIRITUALISTIC TRAIN" = that there "COULD NOT BE ONE LEFT!!" Who was "LEFT" and how "MANY??" Those who cannot Buy or Sell? Those on a "LITTLE NARROW PATH??" Away from the "HORSES." They left the HORSES and the CARRIAGES and the TRAINS = all behind. But this "NEW AGE MOVEMENT" wants to ride "THE RED HORSE" of "DESTRUCTION" to "KILL" all who might Spoil their Act by "NEGATIVE VIBRATIONS!!" "those who are sticking to a worn-out, divisive THEOLOGY, which believes that it has the "ONLY" Truth."

These might SPOIL the "UNITED" drive = the "SPIRIT GUIDES" the "COLLECTIVE CONSCIOUSNESS" = "They must surely DIE! or CHANGE!" (or be "REINCARNATED.") "The second Seal revealed a RED HORSE...which shall RIP APART the OLD ORDER and DESTROY THOSE who choose to remain SELF-CENTERED, WOMB-CENTERED REMNANTS of the Past...Quantum transformation...or) CUT OUT this corrupted and corrupting ELEMENT...like watching a CANCER GROW; something that.... (C)
"must be done (CUT OUT!) before the whole Body is DESTROYED...

"We have no choice, dearly beloveds. It is a case of the DE-
STRUCTION of the whole Planet, or the elimination of the ego
driven, godless ONE-FOURTH who, at this time of PLANETARY
BIRTH, can, if allowed to live on to reproduce their defect-
ive disconnection, DESTROY FOREVER the opportunity of homo-
sapiens to become...heirs of God... MUST BE DESTROYED...

THERE IS NO ALTERNATIVE. Only the God-centered can evolve.

Only the good endures.

"Fortunately you, dearly beloved; you are not responsible for
this act. We are. We are in charge...We are the Riders of the
PALE HORSE, DEATH. We are come to bring DEATH to those who
are unable to know God. We do this for the sake of the
World...

"They will either play out their education elsewhere, or
choose EXTINCTION. They will NOT be allowed to reincarnate
on planet Earth...Only the USELESS is DESTROYED. Only that
which cannot evolve, is rendered EXTINCT. "USELESS" is de-
finited in evolutionary terms as that which DOES NOT CONTRI-
BUTE..."

THEN PETER LaLONDE WRITES:

"REMEMBER, there was equal planning for the emergence of
the "CHRIST" maitreya in 1982. And then again in 1984, NO-
THING ever happened. But it is important to note how DETAIL-
ED the plans for this "transformation into a NEW AGE" has
become...that will usher in the ANTI-CHRIST." Peter LaLonde,
The "OMEGA LETTER."

THEN = whoever wrote this = rightly followed it with GC 562.
PP 686. GC 559, 560, 622. Very fitting. GC 624 should be set
out in BRIGHT LIGHTS! And since part of their Programme is
for a "WORLD HEALING DAY" in which at MIDNIGHT they hope to
have 500,000,000 WORLD-WIDE CANDLES BURNING which will sure-
ly have a "HARMONIOUS RESONANCE" for the World Community.
We again refer you to GC 624 and follow that with SM 2:54.

IF "NEW YEAR"=1987

is not the Time, but it must come LATER = you may be SURE
it will be LED by those who "GET THE POWER." By those FIRST
SEALED = on the WRONG SIDE. And who is that? Who has:"DE-
PARTED FROM THE FAITH?" SM 2:54. Is that BILLY GRAHAM? is
that the POPE? what "FAITH" did they "DEPART FROM?" did they
"CHANGE" their Religion? were they ever in the "FAITH?". It
has to be some one who has "DEPARTED" from the FAITH =
who get this "POWER!" that WILSON is SCREAMING FOR! and they
will get it as they are "MARKED" in the SEALING TIME.
SM 2:51 to 54, 58, 95, 100. Who brings down "FIRE" from out

[D][We look for it on an "EASTER!"][It could be Progressive.]